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well as he can what he paints at all. 

The same insufficient work is very ob 

servable in other pictures, especially in 

our beloved No. 76?the " Girl Feeding 
Chickens ; 

" 
but is nowhere more in 

jurious than in the picture before us. 

No. 601, "A Lost Mind," is a power 

ful picture, and deservedly attracts much 

attention, but seems to be not rightly 

understood by many of those who 

look at it long and feel its power. 

Many intelligent people feel, as they feel 
when reading "Instans Tyrannus" or 

parts of "Sordello," that it is fine, but 

they hardly know why, and hardly un 

derstand what is meant. It is a fault in 

a work of art to be too obscure ; it does 

not necessarily argue want of meaning, 

but it does argue an imperfect clearness 

of conception. Concerning 
" 

Sordello 
" 

a wise friend once wrote?"It misses 

one of the aims of art, which is, to be in 

telligible to the intelligent." And with 
out hesitation we assert it to be Mr. 

Yedder's fault that many who would 

understand do not more clearly under 

stand what he has meant to say to 

them. 

Our own understanding of it may be 

briefly stated. The title means not that 

the woman has lost her mind, but that 

the mind is as a person is who has lost 

the right road. The mind is gone astray 

from peace and truth, as a sinner is gone 

astray, when he or she also is said to be 

"lost"?a lost sheep which only one 

Shepherd can find.- The woman's mind 

is lost to usefulness?lost to thought; 

the world seems gray and gloomy to its 

sight ; it sees nothing but sterility and 

discomfort, is scarcely conscious, indeed, 

of anything but itself?walking so in 
the gloomy ways of life, stumbling over 

obstacles of its own placing, shadows of 

arid cloud going with it and shutting out 
the sun?a lost mind knows not its own 

needs and seeks not its own safety, 

hoping nothing from the world, where 

all seems as sad without as within. 

A handsome and stately woman, with 

loose and straggling locks of golden hair 

escaping in front?she wears a brown 

robe, a white long scarf passed over her 

head and knotted in front, and a heavy 

gray cloak over this. This is probably 
not the costume of any age or country, 

but devised by the painter, who wanted 

a dress at once picturesque and solemn, 

with heavy fall of drapery and gloomy 
color. The landscape is a sort of hollow, 

perhaps the sunken bed of a dry lake ; 

in the distance are steep banks of clay 

with sand drifted against them and into 

their crevices?the flat land around is 

sand, out of which appear rounded 

masses of soft volcanic rock. Dry yel 

low grass grows all about in crevices. 

Hot mid-day sun seems to glow upon 

the more distant landscape ; but near at 

hand the brilliancy of the light is 

softened; the foreground is not in full 

sunlight ; the shadow cast by the wo 

man's figure has neither edge nor form. 

The landscape powerfully helps the 
one central idea of the picture?reckless 

grief. According to Mr. Vedder's stand 

ard it is good. Every beholder feels 

sadder for it. 

If there is room in a picture for only 
one idea, this picture is very good. To 

us, believing that such a picture, paint 
ed by so able a man,, should contain 

many harmonious ideas, it is only very 

clever. 

Christmas Time, No. 376 ? Eastman 

Johnson. 

We do not know if it was with a pur 

pose that the Hanging Committee placed 
directly opposite one another two pic 
tures so strongly contrasted as East 

man Johnson's "Christmas-Time," and 

Kraus's 
" 

Chess-Players," No. 335. Per 

haps it is best to think that they do 

nothing with a purpose ; we shall then* 

be able to exercise charity with regard 
to their not infrequent blunders, and to 

admire the occasional happy accidents. 
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. We consider the juxtaposition, if it may 

be called so, of these two pictures, a 

happy accident ; it brings out the excel 

lencies of each work more clearly, and 

enables us to prove by direct comparison 
the superiority of our countryman to an 

able and not unworthy rival. 

It is not to be denied that the paint 

ing in Kraus's picture is excellent. 

There is really nothing in Mr. Johnson's 

picture so satisfactory, as mere painting, 
as the porcelain jar on the Berlin man 

tel, or the painting of the' stamped 
leather on the walls. The tone of the 

picture is, if more artificial than our 

American master's, more harmonious 

and pleasing, and the flesh painting 
of the lady's face, at least, a good 
deal more natural and pure in color. 

There is, also, an air of culture and 

refinement in the accessories of the 

foreign parlor which is wanting in 

the American ; this is owing partly to 

the fact that the furniture and decora 

tions are really better in the former, and 

partly to the greater simplicity of 

Kraus's composition. The one artist 

paints as if he had centuries of expe 

rience, convention and elegant leisurely 

life behind him, and had both profited 
by them and been cramped by them ; 

the other paints as if he had never seen 

another man's picture ; as if the culture 

and*refinement he found about him was 

good enough for him; and as if there 

were nothing he liked better to paint 
than his Americans. 

Kraus's picture is extremely artificial ; 

or rather, it is the exponent of an ex 

tremely artificial style of life. Mr. 

Johnson's is not only naturally painted, 
but it reflects spontaneity and simplicity 
in manners, an unaffected and cordial 

way of living; and yet, a single incident 

in his picture gives it a shade of arti 

fice, and just destroys the purity of the 

presentment. The Affghan blanket 

thrown over the chair and sweeping 
over the floor, is evidently put there for 

effect, to get the bright color, an expe-. 

dient the like of which we never knew 

Mr. Johnson to employ before. The ar 

rangement of his compositions has al 

ways been singularly free from trick, and 

we are sorry that it came into his head 

to injure the finest picture he has ever 

painted by so unnecessary an expedient. 
As we have said, Kraus's picture is real 

ly an artificial production, and yet there 

is not in it a single bit of declared and 
unmistakable trickery. 

But, when we have made every allow 

ance in Kraus's favor that the admirers 

of this picture claim, it will be found, 
we believe, that they are all on the 

side of its material excellence,.its execu 

tion. We are glad, for our part, that the 

experiment has been tried of putting a 

clever foreign genre picture in the same 

gallery with our American work. It is 

curious to mark the result on the visitors. 

Kraus's canvas attracts immediate atten 

tion and is almost universally liked. 

People enjoy the elegance of the room in 

which these rich, comfortable people are 

sitting ; perhaps without knowing why, 

they enjoy the firm, solid way in which 
the picture is painted. It satisfies the 

senses. The best American picture in 

the galleries has not such good technical 

work.in it as this foreign one. We do 

not on that account prefer it to Johnson, 

Coleman, Yedder, Miss Gakley, or even, 

faulty as Farrer's work is this year, to 

Farrer himself. Because, with all his 

cleverness, with all his skill, there is a 

want of naturalness, of freedom ; it is a 

learned, not a spontaneous cleverness; 
it suggests a school, a system, other men 

whose work is like it and as clever. 

We have admitted a certain material 

superiority in this work over Johnson's. 

But, this superiority is only in certain 

points. , It is better in color, but it is far 

from being rich, or delicate in color it 

self. The texture and surface of things 
are in some things better given. The 

lady's satin dress, her lace collar,, the 
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porcelain vase, the stamped leather on 

the wall, are better than the correspond 

ing things in Mr. Johnson's picture. 
But the carpet, the child's dress, the 

maid's dress, her cap, are no better done 

than by the American. Rone of John 

son's detail is in this picture well done 

as far as surface and texture are con 

cerned. Several things in Kraus's are. 

That is all that we can allow on this 

point. 
But now, we are faced with this ques 

tion, and it will have to be answered : 

Are we to demand anything more from 

an artist than?excellence of execution, 

or, is one picture more valuable than an 

other by reason of its greater amount of 

thought, its deeper meaning, its power 
to excite in the mind of the spectator 

what is best and highest in him ? 

Strange as it may seem, there are two 

answers to this question. There are 

those who deliberately assert that tech 

nical excellence is all we are to look for,* 
and who would say in this case that if 

Kraus's picture is proved better painted 
than Johnson's, it is better. And we 

suppose there are men among ourselves, 
artists as well as critics, who would say 

the same. 

But we are of a very different way of 

thinking. While we do not believe that 

any good or great thought ever utterly 
fails to get itself sufficiently well ex 

pressed, and while on the contrary we 

think experience shows that really 

worthy ideas create a style of speech for 

themselves which is often the best that 

could be devised, we yet think that the 
first thing we are to look at, to consider, 

is, the matter, not the manner. If the 

study of art is to lead us to a different 

view, we shall think we have lost, not 

gained. Art is to us, the expression, in 

a material form, of thought, of feeling. 
The highest art is a consummate expres 

* Mr. Tom Taylor asserts this in the plainest Ian - 

gaage in his little pamphlet on the Art Gallery of 
the Exhibition of 1S62, at Brompton. 

sion of the highest thought, the deepest 
feeling. Looked at from the other point 
of view, art seems to us to degenerate 
to mere mechanism, and to become a 

matter only fit for the consideration of 

connoisseurs. It is not worthy the at 

tention of intellectual or spiritual men 

and women. We cannot discuss this 

matter at length, in this place ; our only 

purpose in touching upon it is to indicate 

the point from which we wish to judge 
such pictures as the two now under con 

sideration, and decide between them. 

We have seen that, even as a technical 

performance, the superiority does not 

lie wholly with* Kraus. His adherence 

to certain formal rules and conventions 

gives him an apparent advantage, and 

there is enough of the conservative ele 

ment displayed in his picture?con 

ceived, as a friend remarks, 
" 

in the very 

spirit of the stiff," to make it agreeable 
to fashionable and formal people. But 

these externals are easily seen through, 
and if Johnson's work has faults, whic^i 
it certainly has, Kraus's has also faults. 

But, now, putting technical details aside, 
Kraus's picture makes, at once, the im 

pression of something unreal, untrue, 

got up for effect, a tableau, in short. 

Johnson's looks real ; you believe the 

people live; you are not surprised to 

meet those who know and love them. 

Not that Kraus's scene is impossible* ; it 

is no ridiculous travestie on humanity, 
like Louis Lang's 

" 
Reminiscences, &c," 

or Rossiter's 
" 

Piazza at Riverton," or 

his 
" 

Pic-Nic in the -Highlands." 
* On 

the contrary, it is possible, perhaps, but 

something primmer and more formal 

than we often see. We do not say it is 

untrue, only that it makes the impres 
sion of being so ; it looks like a good 
and striking tableau, as we have said ; 

it has the same air of unreality that 

Meissonnier's and Fich?is' and their im 

* All these three pictures, utterly, irredeemably 
bad, hopelessly inane, are hung in first-rate places 
on the line. 

I 
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itators' work has ; we admire it, won 

der at it, but it takes no hold on us. 

The curtain will drop, the lights will be 

put out, the actors will put on their 

every-day dresses, and we shall go home, 
and go to bed, and sleep, aud wake, and 

forget all about it. 

Not so with Johnson's picture. Were 

you to meet it anywhere you would say, 

"This is true, these tare real people." 
Just as, in walking through the British 

Museum, you pass Minerva and Venus, 
Bacchus and Jupiter, and find it hard to 

fix the attention upon them ; their im 

passive faces give back no answer to 

your asking ; but, on a' sudden, you 

pause before the Olytie, and as you look 

into that rich, ripe face, whose noble 

beauty the tenderest melancholy touch 

es with its hallowing grace, you know 

that this woman once really lived, stood, 

walked, loved, died on Roman earth, 

and, admire the other as you ?aay, nod 

assenting to the guide book's learned but 

studied praise?the Olytie takes your 

heart; she is your friend henceforth, 
who makes the gallery no longer a gal 

lery, but a home. 

These Americans are not only real, but 

they are clearly of a nobler type than 

the Berlin people. We are morally sure 

that this chess-player is really a tailor, a 

worthy but impracticable person, who 

never played a game of chess in his life, 
and is becoming rapidly demented in 

consequence of his detention from his 

bench, whence, the curtain being about 

to rise, he was summoned while finish 

ing the last buttonhole on a pair of trou 

sers needed by a customer at this very 

moment. He has got his hair into a 

painful state of rumple, in consequence 
of his endeavor to settle whether he 

shall go on with the game, and let this 

stout, imperturbable lady take all the 

rest of his men; or drink this coffee 

which the malapropos maid has brought 

just as he was choosing between two 

ways of being checkmated; or rush 

home, and finish his trousers; and, his 

intellect is of that calibre, that he will 
never make up his mind, in season, to 

do either. The lady's face is the best 

in the picture ; which is only saying that 

it is better than the man's, for, the 

painter has given us neither the maid's 

nor the child's, which latter little per 

sonage seeing that the stupid maid is 

bothering her papa, has adopted similar 

tactics toward mamma, and we may 

easily believe that the game is not likely 
to prosper. z 

Now, see how much more natural, 7 
consistent and satisfying is the Ameri 

can picture. What a deep impression 
of domestic love, and of the best train 

ing, of high accomplishment, of worthy 

aims, of large hope for the future, against 
whose smiles or frowns, surely, wise 

guiding is guarding these children ! 

How fine all the faces are; even the 

boy's, which is only half seen, is so 

truly drawn that it can easily be ima 

gined; and the action of each one is 

wonderfully natural and easy ; there is 

not the slightest suggestion of the lay 

figure, nor could they have been seized 

by a man who was not a close observer, 
and full of human sympathy. If there 

be a best figure, it is that of the little 

girl, which is, indeed, more nearly per 

fect in its way than anything we ever 

saw painted. She is the centre of the 

picture; the whole Christmas-time is 

for her, without a doubt, and as she 

draws us day after day to where she 

smiles that holy smile of childish won 

derment, and we watch the father's face 

filled with his deep delight ; the moth 
er's quieter but perhaps not deeper pleas 

ure; the sister's watching eyes, half 

child, half woman ; the hoy's rollicking 

delight in the fun he makes and shares? 

all these bright notes unite into a har 

mony, of love and human sympathy, and 

we feel it must be true that the picture 
which can touch chords so many and 

deep, has a right to a higher place in 
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our regard than one which only takes 

the outward eye and has no hold on 

heart or mind. 

We regret that want of space forbids 

our speaking at due lengthen the pre 

sent number, of many other pictures in 

the Exhibition. Mr. Jervis McEntee's 

large landscape is deserving of a far 

more thorough analysis than we can 

give it in the few lines that remain to 

us. It is, to our thinking, the best pic 

ture that the artist has ever exhibited. 

It shows much greater knowledge, espe 

cially of trees, than we had given him 

credit for. The sky, too, is fine, and 

the gleam of light on the distant hills 

very true and lovely. Mr. McEntee's 

sympathy with nature is, apparently, 

not wide, but it seems to be direct and 

earnest. We know no painter either 

with pencil 
or pen who has better 

caught the spirit of the landscape 

through whose falling leaves and naked 

branches, and low-brooding clouds the 

dying year passes away in sighing winds 

and sobbing rain. We do not press our 

demand of last year that this artist shall 

try another theme than the one which 

he has so often painted, and of which 

this is the finest embodiment. The song 

is one, and the singer sings it sweetly. 

It is, no doubt, ungracious to withhold 

our 
' 
encore,' when the public seems 

determined on a repetition, and the 

artist is ever ready to comply. 

Mr. G. Wood's 
" 

Clearing off Cold," 

No. 584, has much merit ; the sky is 

faithfully studied ; the painter has evi 

dently enjoyed the hour, and has en 

joyed putting it on canvas. The cedar 

tree is also well done, and the whole 

picture full of promise. 

Two pictures by Mr. Wyant, 502 and 

604 have interested us ; they have a 

good deal of nature in them. They are 

hung too high to be seen well, and we 

cannot, therefore, speak for tree-draw 

ing or rock-drawing, but they look as if 

the artist were trying to be true, and 

that is the one thing needful. 

We had hoped that Mr. 0. C. Coleman 
would have given us something this 

year better than last, but we do not 

think he has. His large subject, uThe 

Antiquary's Room," is very elaborate 

and very clever; but, except for pur 

poses of study, we cannot see that it is 

worth the time it must have taken to 

paint it. The difference between the 

drawing of the detail in this picture and 

that in Mr. Farrer's two subjects is so 

striking that it must be apparent to 

everybody. Mr. Farrer's, with the ex 

ception of some of the articles on the 

table in the 
" 

Home Scenes," is that of 

a novice ;?one would think that instead 

of being, as he js, 
a really able draughts 

man, he had only taken a quarter's les 

sons ;' whereas Mr. Coleinan's picture is 

every square inch of it, well and faith 

fully drawn. In. color too, he shows no 

less perception of the truth, and ability 

to record it. Even the want of tone in 

parts is an evidence of his faithfulness, to 

which wo had not thought Mr. Coleman 

would have sacrificed his 
l 
effect.' This 

want of tone is the fault of the room 

itself and its decoration, in which there 

is as little feeling displayed for what is 
beautiful as one would have judged 
from the exterior. As far as our ex 

perience goes, antiquaries are a careless 

race ; they never value things for their 

beauty, but only for their curiousness, 

and the uglier they are, the better they 
seem to like them. 

There never was a more superfluously 

abundant illustration of this statement 

than this room full of rubbish, and we 

can't forgive Mr. Coleman for wasting 
his valuable time over it. He will find 

a subject some day ; at present he and 

Mr. Yedder are hunting in company for 

one ; if they paint no subject at all, so 

cleverly, what will they do when they 

find a theme that shall touch their hearts 
and ours ? 
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Miss Oakley, Miss Granberry, Miss 
Wenzler and Miss Rose are all on the 

right road, and promise to do excellent 

work in time. Miss Oakley's 
" 

Scrap 

Book 
" 

is very pretty, and most care 

fully painted. Her fault is, too much 

daintiness ; there is a want of force, 

which is owing, we think, to too little 

depth in the shadows. It is one thing 
to be quite indifferent to the dogma of 
1 
central lights,' and another to decline 

believing in shadows at all. Miss Gran 

berry's pictures show as much pains 

taking and determination to do good 
work as any artist in the Exhibition ; 

but, though her style is stronger than 

Miss Oakley's, she seems as timid in her 

choice of subject, as Miss Oakley is in 

her manner. ? glass of violets with a 

rose-bud or two, a tomato now and then 

?this is the extent of her daring. Sup 

pose she should venture next year on 

something with more strength of color ; 

we will lend her this glass of pansies 
that is on our table, as we write, if she 

would like them ; we should enjoy see 

ing their freakish, tawny gold and purple 

kept fresh for us by the pencil of such a 

patient, serious student. Miss Wenzler 

we have often praised, but we do not 

like her work so well, this year, as 

usual. Not that she is a whit less 

earnest, or has taken less pains, but her 

manner is getting hard and artificial. 

Her fruit to-day is not tempting, it has 

an unreal look. She ought to seek out 

soft, mushy, knerly apples and pears, 

two-for-a-cent things, that no respectable 

fruit-dealer would sell, and no judge of 

fruit would buy. We don't say the sub 

ject would be attractive, only that it 

would be good practice for the. artist, 

who is, just now, expending all her 

faithful hours on fruit as faultily fault 

less, icily regular, splendidly null as 

Maud herself. 

Miss Rose is a dashing, daring wielder 

of the brush, who can very well afford 

to do nothing for the next year but 

draw in black and white. She does 

not, at present, draw at all well. She 

enjoys vastly, strong, rich color; one 

fancies her walking all aglow down the 

garden walk, ablaze with hollyhocks, 
rank behind rank, purple and crimson, 

scarlet, black and gold ; or tulips dashed 

with fiery dew ; or rhododendrons and 

azaleas, rosy bonfires, banks of glowing 
snow ;?but, she is tob impatient to artic 

ulate her delight, and becomes inco 

herent. Her 
" 

wreath of roses " 
shows 

the defect of her drawing when she can 

not disguise it with color ; but she has 

the material in her of too good a painter 
to rest satisfied with anything that will 

not bear the severest scrutiny and the 

frankest exposure. 

Our readers will, we dare say,"wonder 
that we have only alluded here and 

there to Mr. Moore's admirable work ; 
work which is, so far as our experi 
ence goes, acknowledged to be admira 

ble by those who have not, as well as by 
those who have, heretofore been known 

as admirers of the 
c 

school 
' 
with which 

the artist is supposed to be identified. 

We still hope to do his pictures justice ; 
meanwhile we venture to suggest that 

the only 
' 

school 
' 

to which Mr. Moore 

can with reason be said to belong, is 

that which teaches, first, that the artist's 

work is a noble and serious one, the 

double object of which is to make the 

artist himself more and more thoroughly 

acquainted with nature as one of the rev 

elations of God to his creatures, and thus 

to enable him to draw us to the love of 

God by the contemplation of his fairest 

works. So much for the object ; and, it 

being such, and of so high a strain, it 

follows that any man who really sets it 

before him, will labor with earnestness, 
with self-sacrifice, and with unwearied 

patience, to tell what he is learning, in 

the most truthful and conscientious way. 
His work will not be painful, either to 

him or to the beholder, because every 
stroke of it will bear witness to the 
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hearty, deep delight he took in it ; and 
however small it may be, or delicate, it 

cannot hang the season through on the 

Academy walls without its quiet voice 

being heard, and its persuasive beauty 

winning many doubting, timid hearts to 

accept its lofty teaching. 
'Tis a pity not to have a page left for 

praising Mr. Homer, whose 
a 

Light and 

Shade 
" 

is excellent. His larger picture 

is not so good, but there is much in it 

that is not unworthy of the painter of 

the first. There, is a point in the 
" 

Playing at Quoits 
" 

which shows a lit 

tle carelessness of observation. The , 

pitchers are pitching with the sun in 

their eyes, and even such tough fellows 

as these would hardly be able to hit the 
mark under such a disadvantage. 

A WORD ABOUT THE STATUES. 

The Sculpture 

' 

Gallery is unusually 

poor this year, and yet, in Miss Whit 

ney's colossal "Africa," it contains a 

work which under any circumstances 

would command attention and respect. 
With the exception of Henry K. Brown's 

"Striking Indian," and, perhaps, Mr. 

Thompson's somewhat exaggerated bust 

of Bryant, it is the only work in the 

room that looks as if it had been done by 
a man. Compared with Mr. Kuntze's 

unfortunate 
" 

Columbia," it looks almost 

grand, but we presume the artist would 

prefer a different standard. The con 

ception, or the intention, rather, is 

praiseworthy ; the conception is neither 

true nor forcible, and the execution is so 

feeble and unskilful that we wonder the 

artist's friends ever allowed it to leave 

the studio. The intention was to repre 

sent " Africa " wakened to new life by 
the spirit of the age and the great move 

ments of our time working her regenera 
tion and the reception of her children to 

Christian brotherhood, stretching out her 

hands to God. The conception presents 
us neither with the race personified in a 

woman's face and figure, nor with the 

action that the motto describes. The 

face is not the negro face nor any variety 
of it, nor is the head the negro head. 

Miss Whitney has only half dared, and 
between realism and idealism has made 

a woeful fall. She has shrunk from the 

thick lips, the flattened nose, the woolly 
hair, and in striving to suggest forms 

which a great artist would have accept 

ed with a brave unconsciousness, she 

has succeeded in making only a debased 

type of the Caucasian breed. The Af 

rican nose is flat, but it is a nose, and is 

capable of expressing all that our 

noses can. Angelo would easily have 

made it sublime. Phidias would have 

made it the type of beauty. But Miss 

Whitney's Africa has no nose. It is 

still in the undeveloped stage of the in 

fantile cartilage. So with her lips. They 
are not the African, nor do they sug 

gest them. And the hair is simply a 

wig of frizzled hair, such as our ladies 

deform their beauties with. 

Doubtless. these comments will pro 

voke a sneer, perhaps many sneers. 

But they are surely grounded in truth. 

Call a statue 
" 

Africa," and it is the first 

essential that the forms should suggest, 

at least, the African race. Nay, call it 

by that name or not, if the artist meant 
" 

Africa," the statue should proclaim it 

self to every eye and mind. Certainly 

this figure is far from doing so, nor can 

any candid person give a reason for its 

name. Yet, crude as it is, feeble as it is, 
it is stronger and better than anything 
ever done by Palmer, or Powers, or 

Greenough, or Crawford, or Miss Hos 

mer. It needs only that the artist should 

search it through and through, find out 
for herself its defect, and holding fast 
to what she feels is good in it, press 
boldly on to better work. 
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